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ASP.NET Core Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	Quickly find solutions to common web development problems. Content is presented in the popular problem-solution format. Look up the problem that you want to solve. Read the solution. Apply the solution directly in your own code. Problem solved!





	ASP.NET Core Recipes is a practical guide for developers creating modern...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Deployment Kit: A Microsoft Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2003
This volume delivers in-depth deployment planning  information for automated installations, multilingual deployments, and  compatibility testing along with design information for unattended  installations, image-based installations, and (RIS) installations.

Plan, design, and implement automated and customized...
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Apache Maven Dependency ManagementPackt Publishing, 2013

	Manage your Java and JEE project dependencies with ease with this hands-on guide to Maven


	Overview

	
		Improve your productivity by efficiently managing dependencies.
	
		Learn how to detect and fix dependency conflicts
	
		Learn how to share transitive relations and to visualize your...
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Oracle Goldengate 11g Complete CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 60 simple and easy-to-follow recipes to perform various Goldengate administration tasks such as installing, configuring, and maintaining Goldengate replication


	Overview

	
		Various recipes that will help you to set up Goldengate in various environments
	
		Practical examples of Goldengate...
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Small Business Server 2008  Installation, Migration, and ConfigurationPackt Publishing, 2009
SBS 2008 has the potential to deliver real business value to a business, but to enable this, you need to implement it correctly while ensuring it is delivered in a secure manner. While SBS 2008 is designed for small businesses, understanding how to make it fit your business is still vital. This means you need to correctly install SBS 2008 or...
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GateIn CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 60 recipes for building portals with GateIn including user security, gadgets, and applications with frameworks


	Overview

	
		All you need to develop and manage a GateIn portal and all available portlets.
	
		Thorough detail on the internal architecture needed to use the components.
	...
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VMware Cookbook: A Real-World Guide to Effective VMware UseO'Reilly, 2009
If you want to gain insight into the real-world uses of VMware ESX and ESXi, this book provides scores of step-by-step solutions for working with these products in a wide range of network environments. You'll not only learn the basics -- how to pool resources from hardware servers, computer clusters, networks, and storage, and then distribute...
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Microsoft Exchange 2013 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get the most out of Microsoft Exchange with this comprehensive guide. Structured around a series of clear, step-by-step exercises it will help you deploy and configure both basic and advanced features for your enterprise.


	Overview

	
		Deploy Microsoft Exchange 2013 in the real world
	
		Understand...
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Java 2: The Complete Reference, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 1999
The definitive guide to Java! 

Master Java, the pre-eminent language of the Internet, and begin reaping the benefits of this secure, platform-independent programming language. Let #1 programming author Herb Schildt show you everything you need to develop, compile, debug, and run Java applications and applets. Covering all of Java 2,...
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Pro SQL Server on Linux: Including Container-Based Deployment with Docker and KubernetesApress, 2018

	
		Get SQL Server up and running on the Linux operating system and containers. No database professional managing or developing SQL Server on Linux will want to be without this deep and authoritative guide by one of the most respected experts on SQL Server in the industry. Get an inside look at how SQL Server for Linux works through the...
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Migrating to Drupal 7Packt Publishing, 2012

	Both new and seasoned users of the Drupal content management framework want

	to migrate content from other websites and sources into the Drupal system. You

	may have a website built in a different codebase and database system that you want

	to move into Drupal. As long as that system allows for exporting of data into CSV,

	RSS and/or...
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Disaster Recovery using VMware vSphere Replication and vCenter Site Recovery ManagerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn to deploy and use vSphere Replication 5.5 as a standalone disaster recovery solution and to orchestrate disaster recovery using vCenter Site Recovery Manager 5.5


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to deploy and use vSphere Replication as a standalone disaster recovery solution.
	
		Configure SRM...
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